
First Observations Along the Nature Walk 

March 1, 2014. This was my first nature walk along the path I laid our earlier and which I 

described in my column on the 28th of February.   

At the very beginning of the path just off the driveway I encountered a blackbuck 

antelope dung pile.  A dominant mature male marks his territory with dung and urine 

and defends his territory against all other males.  He does this so that whenever a doe 

herd passes through as they graze, if any of the does are in season, he has a chance to 

mate with them.  Sometimes, however, he has to spend a lot of time trying to convince 

her that he is the one, and by then they may have drifted into another male’s territory 

and a fight ensues.  Meanwhile, the immature bucks watch and wait. 

A little further along I saw a flycatcher.  Last year ash-throated flycatchers built their 

nest in my new bluebird box just off the path, so that may happen again if the bluebirds 

don’t lay claim to it soon. 

Next I came to the top half of a large blackjack oak on the ground.  I know exactly when 

it broke off, it was the big ice storm we had back around Thanksgiving when there were 

still leaves on the trees.  We lost the top of another blackjack not far from this one at the 

same time. 

As I observed the top of the tree on the ground, I noticed the tell-tale signs of hypoxylon 

with large patches of bark having fallen off and a grayish color on the trunk where the 

bark had been.  Hypoxylon is a fungal disease that is somewhat related to oak wilt but 

with very different properties—it does not travel from one tree to another through the 

roots like oak wilt does and thus only affects individual trees. 

Another difference between oak wilt and hypoxylon is that while oak wilt can and often 

does attack perfectly healthy trees, hypoxylon usually infects only stressed trees.  Of 

course the severe drought of 2011 and subsequent less-than-needed rainfall years 

since certainly stressed this tree as well as many others. 

In fact, we have lost about a half dozen large trees, mostly blackjack oaks and a few 

post oaks, to the drought of 2011.  Nearly all of these trees also showed signs of 

hypoxylon, but it is not clear if the trees ultimately died from the drought stress and just 

happened to contact hypoxylon as well, or if the fungus was the proximal cause of the 

tree’s death. Of course, that is all sort of academic, either way we lost nice trees. 

A lot of folks would see these dead trees, either upright or lying down and think about all 

the work required to cut them up and haul them away or burn them—in other words to 

“get rid of them”.  But in times like these, I ask myself “What would Mother Nature do?”  



And Mother Nature would leave them alone, right where they are, and that is exactly 

what I will do. 

My reason is not just because of what Mother Nature does, but because it is good for 

the ecosystem.  Allowing dead trees to stand where they are or lie where they fall 

makes for good wildlife habitat for everything from insects to birds and most all of our 

other small animals.  The insects help the decay process of the trees and they provide 

food for other wildlife. The hollow trunks provide dens for lots of critters. 

As the wood decays, bacteria and fungi degrade the cellulose into tiny particles that 

then work into the soil adding organic matter to the soil, something which Hill Country 

soil is usually lacking. So the body of the trees in time decays and becomes food for 

new vegetation, the carbon cycle is complete and the soil is more fertile. 

Further along the path I noticed a lot of lace cacti in a rocky area, some of which 

appeared about ready to start showing buds, some of which didn’t look so healthy and 

some of which were clearly dead. I used to think cacti were long-lived plants, but more 

recently, I have begun to think of them as having rather short live spans. 

Animal count for this walk was: one flycatcher, one wren, two titmice, three sulfur 

butterflies, one deer and one fox squirrel. 

Until next time… 

Jim Stanley is a Texas Master Naturalist and the author of the book “Hill Country Landowner’s Guide”. He 

can be reached at jstmn@ktc.com. Previous columns can be seen at www.hillcountrynaturalist.org. 

 

 


